In the classical case R = Z (the domain of rational integers) for discriminants given by -A = 3 , 4 , 7 , 8, 11, 19,43, 67, 163 one of us [7] , extending results of Mordell [4] (see also [5] ) and Pall [6] (see also [8] ), has determined necessary and sufficient conditions for a positivedefinite form of discriminant ~k ' to be representable by a positivedefinite form of discriminant A, as well as the number of such representations. Later the authors of this paper extended these results to all field discriminants A, replacing the use of unique factorization in the ring of integers of Q(6) by a relationship between certain ideals of this ring and representations of f(X, Y) by forms of discriminant A. In the present paper we replace the use of these ideals by by a representative set of inequivalent primitive forms gi(X, Y), i E I, of discriminant A and classes of associate solutions (as defined in Section 2) of
2. Notation and preliminary remarks. Throughout this paper K denotes the quotient field of R and L = ~(fi), where 6 is arbitrarily fixed once and for all. For any element z = x + y 6 of L we let z' = x -y 6 denote its conjugate and N (z) = zz' its norm. Let A be a two-dimensional free Rsubmodule of L. We define the norm of A, written N (A), to be the fractional ideal of R generated by the elements N (z), where z E A. For a basis (3, 
is of discriminant A, we note that the pair [(l, (m -6 ) / 2 ) , 11 gives rise to this form in the above manner. Kaplansky [3] has proved the following result [3; Theorem 1 and remarks a t beginning of $61. (b) On the other hand, suppose that [A, a] is a pair of the kind described in the statement of the lemma, giving rise to g(X, Y) relative to the admissible basis {al , as}. From (i) we have a, h E A and so, as {al , US} is a basis for A, there exist unique elements p, q, r and s of R such that a = pa, + ran and h = qal + sal . We note that ps -qr # 0, since otherwise rh = as, which is impossible as k # 0. Using these representations for a and h, together with the equations ala{ = la, alai + a{al = ma and a2ai = nu, we obtain a = (l/a)(pal + ra2)(pa: + rai) = lp2 + mpr + nr2, b = h + h' = (l/a)((pal + raa)(qa: + sail + (pa: + ra:)(qal + saz)) = 21pq + m(ps + qr) + 2nrs, and c = hhf/a = (l/a)(qal + sa2)(qa: + sa:) = lq2 + mqs + ns2. Therefore ax1 + bXY + nY2 = l(pX + q n 2 + m(pX + qY)(rX + sY) + n(rX + sY)'. Furthermore, (ps -qr)al = sa -rh and (ps -qr)a, = -qa + ph, and so (p8 -q r ) " f i = (ps -qr)2(ff1ff:: -a!ff2)
that is, ps -qr = k. Thus the admissible basis ( Proof. We use [3; p. 527, Theorem 21, some of the computations contained in its proof, and the relationship between norms and discriminants expressed by [I; p. 125, Equation (6.3)] which also holds in the more general situation considered here. The module (a, h) P has norm (ad), and thus the pair [(a, h) P, ad] is indeed primitive.
Let Q be the order correspon$ng to the module (a, h) so that QP is the order corresponding to the module (a, h) P. 
